
 

Transformers Armada is a free-to-play science fiction strategy video game developed by Inexorsisto and published by Hasbro for Microsoft Windows. Transformers Armada was released on November 16, 2015, with the initial release focusing exclusively on Steam. It received a retail release on June 3, 2016. The game is set in a robotic universe where the player controls one faction of robots engaged
in battle with an opposing faction of robots. High-tech weapons and defenses can be used to gain energy or to destroy opponents while collecting resources from fallen enemies to build stronger bases and deploy more powerful armies. New weapons and defenses become available as the player progresses. There is a virtual currency used to upgrade armies and buy new units. Transformers Armada is a
strategy game where the player can customise their own faction of robots from various Transformers series. There are currently three factions in the game: Autobots, Decepticons, and Cybertronians. The player can choose from various types of robots such as Laserbeak, Airachnid, Blackout, BWSS-1/CWCS-9, Spike Witwicky and Pharma Rat among others. Transformers Armada have various game
modes. The first is the Campaign mode, where players can choose to be Autobots or Decepticons and engage in battles against other faction while completing challenges which include collecting tokens, defeating enemies, building bases and more. Another mode is the Challenge mode where players can test their skills in survival gameplay by dealing with an endless onslaught of enemy units. There are
three difficulty levels, Easy, Normal and Hard. A new difficulty level called Nightmare is available to unlock through Challenge Mode or through an upgrade item called "Challenge Token" obtained from the shop. The last mode is the Multiplayer mode where players can battle against other robots online. There are 4 vs 4 PvP and co-op modes available, called Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch. The
game allows players to use Transformers weapons and abilities for their army. However, each of these weapons and abilities will consume energy to be used during the match. The more powerful the ability or weapon is, the more energy it will cost to activate it. One way of replenishing energy is through collecting Energon Cubes dropped by defeated enemies. Each faction has its own unique super
weapon which can only be activated once enough Power Cubes are collected during a battle. Once activated, this devastating weapon will remain in effect until the end of the battle. Another way for players to boost their army is by upgrading their bases. Bases can be used to produce stronger armies and new types of weapons/abilities. Also, players can customize their bases with unique Decorations
obtained through purchase or by completing challenges. Players can also get more Decorations for free by earning more Achievements and Challenges while playing the game. Players who want to save time and amass a large amount of resources quickly during a battle can purchase Gatcha Pack items from the shop using "Gold" which is gained through gameplay or purchased through
microtransaction.
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